
The AI Talent Contract Support BOA (Basic Ordering
Agreement) is a strategic asset for government agencies
aiming to fast-track their AI capabilities. It's a cost-
effective solution that not only streamlines the
procurement of top-tier AI talent but also ensures
compliance with labor category requirements and
performance metrics. This initiative helps mitigate risk,
avoid lengthy procurement processes, and secure
the necessary expertise to compete with private sector
innovation, making it an invaluable tool for maintaining a
future-proof, AI-ready DoD workforce.
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Powering a Future 
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A Focus on Talent Acquisition
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Streamlined & Cost-Effective Expedite the integration of essential contractor talent into
your AI workforce, enabling immediate empowerment and
capability enhancement for your strategic AI initiatives.

Draw upon the Chief Digital and Artificial Intelligence
Office's (CDAO) specialized expertise to meticulously define
labor categories, roles, and tailored performance metrics for
targeted AI program success.

Ensure access to a pool of highly skilled contractor talent
offering competitive rates, while also maintaining strict
standards to minimize any potential conflicts of interest,
fostering an environment of trust and focus on innovation.

AI Talent harnesses the CDAO's expertise to pinpoint precise labor
categories and roles, from Full Stack Software Engineers and Data
Scientists to AI/ML Engineers and Cybersecurity Risk Managers. By
providing competitive rates and minimizing conflicts of interest, AI Talent
opens doors to a comprehensive range of professionals, ensuring that
agencies can rapidly acquire the right experts to advance their AI
capabilities and drive innovation forward.

ACCELERATING THE  ACQUISIT ION OF
CRITICAL  CONTRACTOR EXPERTISE  FOR
THE DOD,  STREAMLINING THE
INTEGRATION OF  A I  SPECIAL ISTS  TO
BOLSTER WORKFORCE CAPABIL IT IES  AND
MINIMIZE  PROCUREMENT CHALLENGES .

AI Talent nurtures the growth of a skilled AI
workforce, ensuring the DoD stays ahead in the
evolving landscape of artificial intelligence and
cybersecurity. A strategic advantage for both
the government and tech talent providers.

How It Works
Contact Tradewinds: Success@tradewindai.com.1.

2. Identify support & CFTEs using the Call Order Request
Form, and finalize requirements.

3. Identify evaluation team, nominate Contracting Officer
Representative. Proposal request is sent to BOA holders.

4. Evaluations are completed within 1-2 days of receipt,
call order is award- ed, and tactical kick-off occurs.

https://www.tradewindai.com/ai-talent

